The energy density commutator for massless Maiorana spin 3/2 field is calculated on the basis of the quantization procedure in a covariant gauge where an auxiliary field and the indefinite metric are introduced. It is shown that the energy density commutator satisfies the equation of the simplest type which holds in the case of spin 0, 1/2, 1 field systems. § 1. Introduction Schwinger showed that relativistic invariance is assured provided the following equal-time energy density commutator is satisfied:')
Schwinger showed that relativistic invariance is assured provided the following equal-time energy density commutator is satisfied:') [T 00 (x), T 00 (x') J = -i (T 0 k (x) + T 0 k (x')) 81J) (x-x') + ir (x, x'), (1·1) where the additional term r(x, x') vanishes for finite lx-x'l and is an antisymmetrical function of x and x', and it does not contribute to commutators containing the integrated quantities P 0 or Jok· For interacting spin 0, 1/2, 1 field systems, the above equation (1·1) holds without r (x, x').
Recently, Das 2 l has shown that for a free massless Majorana spin 3/2 field the above r (x, x') no longer vanishes for space-like separations when on,e quantizes the field following the method of Senjanovic 3 ) in a Coulomb-type gauge. His explicit form of r (x, x') is 4 ) 
We think that the defect would be due to the following facts. Firstly, the Lagrangian density for the field *l We use the Maiorana representation for r• matrix and adopt the summation convention for repeated indices and units h=c=l. Also our conventions are 1'j,.=diag(1, -1, -1, -1), {r",r"} =27J"", ro=iror1r2ra, E 0123 =1, r.*=-r. (* represents complex conjugate), r. 1 =ror.ro, r/=-ror.ro but changes by a total four-divergence. Accordingly, the energy-momentum tensor is not gauge invariant, either. 2 >,G> Secondly, the quantization procedure is not covariant, since Senjanovic's quantization is carried out in a Coulomb-type gauge (</10 = 0, ri</J; = 0 and 8i<jJ; = 0). On the contrary, in the case of electromagnetic field the Lagrangian density is gauge invariant. Consequently, the quantization of the electromagnetic field in the Coulomb gauge does not give rise to the above-mentioned defect.
In this paper, it is shown that if the covariant canonical quantization method proposed by two of us (T.K. and R.E.) a>,n is employed, the energy density commutation relation holds without the additional term. § 2. Symmetrical energy-momentum tensor
In the previous papers, 6 >' 7 > we started with the Lagrangian density
where L 0 is given by (1· 3) and ¢ and cp are auxiliary spin 1/2 Major ana spinors.
In order to simplify the discussion we put the parameter a equal to zero. Since cp can then be regarded as uncoupled with <jJ, we ignore cp in the following discussiOn. The Lagrangian density (2 -1) with a= cp = 0 can be rewritten as m which the antisymmetrization of field quantities is performed and is indicated by a dot.
The equations of motion derived from (2 · 2) are As we want to concern with the quantization problem of spin 3/2 field in connection with the supergravity, it is more suitable to define the symmetrical energy-momentum tensor by considering the response to a gravitational field. In order to describe the spinor field in the gravitational field, it is inevitable to adopt *l In the following we omit index T of the cf;/ for simplicity.
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which is related with the metric tensor g1" as (2 ·16) where (a) and (/3) are indices of the local Lorentz frame. The symmetrical energy-momentum tensor is then defined from the Lagrangian density of the spin 3/2 field coupled with the gravitational iield as T<"J<:SJ= --l:.(e <aJoL(e)joe < +e <iiJ.)L(e)joe <-) <a)_~"" {rjJ(x), rp(:r')} =0, The equal-time energy density commutator is The second and third lines have such a form that the following mathematical formula is applicable: [ -r;~"'rkrz+ 4 (r;l(kr;"'"-r;l"r;"'ck)r"rz) 
